Cooperative quits

Nixon veto overridden

By DAVE HELLAND Staff Writer

The presidential veto override attempt of President Richard Nixon on a bill that would have given him the power to impose an emergency oil import tax was overridden by Congress yesterday. The bill was sent to the White House by the House of Representatives and the Senate, and the veto override was a major victory for Congress in its struggle to assert independence from the executive branch.

Russell raps, jokes with 1,500 at UI

By JOHN SHELLEY Staff Writer

Russell Simmons, founder and leader of the hip-hop culture, performed at the University of Iowa and generated a lot of excitement among students. He addressed issues such as race, politics, and social justice using a combination of music and spoken word, leaving the audience inspired and entertained.

Near disaster after Oxford derailment

The last sprinting Coop argument ended Monday night as votes and senators decided to Nguyên against the agenda. The previous day's meeting took place in the midst of a crisis, as the train had derailed and caused considerable disruption.

Quorum troubles stall announcement

After waiting for a half hour beyond the minimum time for a quorum to be present, the meeting was finally called to order by the chair, but no quorum was achieved. The train had derailed and caused considerable disruption.

Editor's Note: This is a copyedit to improve the quality of the output, but the content remains the same.
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Still one this time

Page two for In the news

- Coop and the train wreck
- Bernie Owens gives his profile
- Bill Russell didn't use any notes
- Fundamental changes
- Student senators did not show
- Russell has entered the towed
**IN THE NEWS**

**Briefly**

**Challenge**

Keith said he’s ========== agin again. Johnson County Supervisor candidate P.C. 
Keith said he's challenge for the 
unexpired term of his opponent Richard Barli, on the 
ballot as the Democrat. 

**Rape avoidance**

The Iowa City Police Department dismissed "rape avoidance" 
with about 100 tickets of Iowa women students Tuesday night. 
The rape presentation--part of a series sponsored by the Burge 
and Cytryna Healy--was directed by David 
Harris, city patrolman, and William L. Blum, director of Camps 
Bennett. Women Against Rape were also represented at the 
meeting. Photo by Rick Wayner.

**Catherine Sojourner**

Member of the National Peace Action Coalition

will speak on

"The Air War in S.E. Asia"

2:30 P.M. 
Shambaugh Aud.

Sponsored by Contemporary Affairs of U.P.S.

**Today**

**Catherine Sojourner**

Member of the National Peace Action Coalition

will speak on

"The Air War in S.E. Asia"

2:30 P.M. 
Shambaugh Aud.

Sponsored by Contemporary Affairs of U.P.S.

**Help!!! We're Overstocked!!!**

Our engagement rings make it easier to pop the question.

**COMER'S PIPE AND GIFT SHOP**

13 S. Dubuque St.
338-8873

**Bring Elegant Practicality to Your Table**

With noritake dinnerware

Now available at Comer's

**More bugs**

WASHINGTON (AP) -- A 
3.1-magnitude earthquake in south Vietnam 
Saturday was the fifth in a series of tremors in the region 
that have rattled Vietnam and the surrounding area.

**Trivia**

**Today's Trivia**: What will the next student 
change?

**Violence**

BELFAST, Northern Ireland (AP) -- The 
army announced Saturday that 
three soldiers fighting in Northern Ireland 
were wounded, according to the 
Northern Ireland office of the 
British army.

**Kissinger**

WASHINGTON (AP) -- President 
Henry Kissinger said Monday that 
he's committed to finding a way to 
stop the Vietnam war in 
the next few days.

**Boggs signals**

ANCHORAGE, Alaska (AP) -- A Coast Guard 
helicopter reported picking up "very strong 
evening he moved his signals Tuesday in the 
area where a plane disappeared.
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Can surgery remove fat?

Bypass for 'morbid obesity' means hope for millions

by Dr. LAWRENCE S. MURPHY

Thursday, September 14, 1978

Iowa City Press-Citizen

Iowa City-

The Eat-Em-Up Doughnut production at the University of Iowa last month should be a real "hang-up" story.

1. The property master, William L. ("Bill") Dowling, said the doughnuts were a natural solution for some small frustrating situations on a scale of "go figure it out and do it.

2. He said there would be no danger and the idea would be to produce doughnuts as a special event.

3. These forecasts are very important in suggesting the way of life in Iowa and July 4th, 362.

4. Dowling said these forecasts were not just for a specific day but would be of general interest.

5. This information was made available by the University of Iowa Department of Atmospheric Sciences.

Shakespeare

"Dream of a Green Circus"

in the Illinois Room of the University of Iowa's Old Main on Thursday.

1. The lecture series is one of the many activities sponsored by the University of Iowa's Office of Student Life and the Council on the Arts and Humanities.

2. The lecture series is a combination of close reading and performance and is open to the public.

3. The first lecture in the series, "Shakespeare's "Midsummer Night's Dream" in the 1940s," was given by Dr. Margaret Mezvinsky.

4. The lecture was followed by a question-and-answer session with the audience.

City Council agrees:

no more egg salad here

Iowa City Manager Ray S. Wells suggested Tuesday that the city should not be funding workshops to help the homeless population learn skills to make eggs salad because such programs are not cost-effective.

1. At the first informal meeting of the city council Tuesday, four council members were still not sure whether or not to continue funding the egg salad program.

2. During the discussion after the program ended, Wells also warned the council members that the city staff will try to quickly gather information on the chances of using the funds again.

3. Wells said that if the city staff finds a new funding source, the city will stop funding the egg salad program.

Caught in ARH 'struggle'

Dorm paper loses financial support

Because of what has been called a "power struggle" between the Associated Resident Hall Council and the Iowa City Press-Citizen, Iowa City Press-Citizen has decided to stop publishing the dormitory newspaper, Iowa City Press.

1. The ARH voted at its last meeting to stop publishing the dormitory newspaper, which is currently running "in the black," according to editor Mary Williams.

2. "The ARH meeting, which was held on Aug. 27, was attended by the dormitory president, who gave the dormitory newspaper a :00 p.m. vote," according to Williams.

3. The dormitory president, who was also the editor of the dormitory newspaper, said that the dormitory newspaper is in the black.

Halloween

"The ARH newspaper was run by the dormitory council, even without the ARH support," according to Williams.
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The substance of war crimes

Violations of the laws or customs of war, which include, but are not limited to, murder, ill-treatment or deprivation of slaves to labor or for any other purpose of civil occupation, of prisoners of war, of civilians, of enemy nationals or of persons in civil authority or of those not or no longer members of the armed forces, of those who have laid down their arms, and of those who have been or who are entitled to special protection under the rules of war.

There are no crimes.

As long as war crimes exist people will work against them.

Therefore, organizations like Medico Aid to Indochina and American Friends Service Committee are working to combat the effects of the war in the Indochinese. These efforts, local M.I.A. workers at least have started on.

The reasons are compelling.

Between January, 1968, and April, 1971, the U.S. air force at the behest of the military commander of the Far East Command dropped 70,580,366 tons of bombs, according to the Pentagon. That's three times as many bombs as those dropped on Germany in World War II.

According to Congressional Research Service statistics, 1,830,564 acres of forest and 810,166 acres of farmland were razed by the bombs. According to a report from Oriental and Indonesian, 1,830,564 acres of forest and 810,166 acres of farmland were razed.

As the Clergy and Laymen Concerned put it: "While some are guilty all are responsible." It is time that responsibility was accepted. Today at 2:30 p.m. Catherine Dorey of the New Republic will speak on the Air War in Sarawak, Audubon, local compliment of the U.S. Air War. They could be a good starting point.

Lowell Mey

The 'renewal' mess

Last year, a lot of people gave the local urban renewal boosters the benefit of the doubt. They believed that the urban 'renewal' policies of relocating people and building a parking ramp to placate the profit-energy members of the Chamber of Commerce.

As that point and the situation as it existed at that time, it was fairly apparent that the city government for some reason had invested nearly identical amounts in those of the Chamber of Commerce, and was willing to act on them.

But now, ever since the actions and the effects on this community are becoming more apparent and more real, as they arise away from the interest of more and more other people.

As the urban renewal powers began moving people living in the twelve block area out without ever seriously trying to ascertain whether they had any place to go — whether there was a visible relocation center, anywhere where city core residents could maintain some sort of reasonable proximity to the city and downtown, but whether there was any place at all. That seems to be solved by the rapid construction of eight- and overhead and decreases marketability.

but the ultimate problem and the reason that more people tend to the so-called U.S. Department of Housing, Urban Development — the U.S. Department of Housing, Urban Development carries fewer than 100 people.
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Schwengel cancels so... Mezvinsky vs. students

Poet Auden returns to England

From Home On the Campus

iowa house

Call or write now for Single, Twin, or Roommates

vendored includes Edward Mezvinsky. The University of Chicago, Edward Mezvinsky, Democratic Congressional Candidate, and Mike Cader, Al to Edward Mezvinsky Schwegel debate Tuesday at University Auditorium, Schwengel, Rep. Congressional candidate did not vote.

Mike Wagor News Editor

Ed Mezvinsky, early rival to John Garand of the University in the race to fill the District 3 seat, has been

The Iowa House Hotel is located in the Iowa Memorial Union, a central campus location. For guests of the University, Faculty, University Hospital, and Extension Conference Division. And, of course, for parents of students. Convenient Parking Ramp facilities next to the Union - No charge.

But Mezvinsky gave the crowd several reasons why they should and "saw him in Washington. I'll bet Mezvinsky has made a career out of being a member of a peace group in the country in the last 30 years without being named Britain's

Edward Mezvinsky

Post-World War II, Auden returned to Britain, where he decided at 32 to give up poetry forever. But he had a steady income for going to the United States. Said that probably kept him from being named Britain's

Schwengel accused in some British dailies of being too close to the government. The congressman who has played both sides of the issue has been criticized in some British papers.

Iowa Daily Iowan, 3 (advertisement in the Daily Iowan, Oct. 15, p. 3)

BURGESS

SHAW T. CHAPMAN

Edward Mezvinsky

In 1966 and 1968 endorsed Fred

In 1972, 1974, and in 1976, asked.
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SURVIVAL LINE

Camus wait: a cold derriere

353-6210 Tues., Thurs. 7-8 p.m.

Why can't they build houses or shelters at CAMPUS JULG? Everyone has no site on the ground, and it's getting cold!

It's going to be a long time until you have such a one-generation Camus. According to the John Doe decree, the worst tenants have the highest priority status for Camus housing, such as having enough money, in top operating conditions, to generate saving, adequate facilities through the winter months.

In addition, Donkey says, some capital investments are possible until Camus funded. For the time being, a "cold" is a temporary shelter in the cold. The solution to the problem is to pool with a Chicago consulting firm. They have been tried in all the past months. "We don't think it will make sense."

Studied snow tires

Was legislation housing the use of covered snow tires actually passed by the Iowa legislature? If so, will it have any take-effect?

"K.C.

It's perfectly legal to own your own winter tires, as long as you register your own used snow tires in the October 15 through April period. A bill to prohibit studied tires, because of their damage to the tires, was introduced in the Iowa legislature last session, but was not passed.

Public opinion is as strong as for studied tires, it seems, to abide by the "leave it to your judgment" and "let it work" we have pointed to go back to my district if I outlawed studied tires.

However, in the way, has outlawed studied tires your town and put your vote to two Montana pictures.

SURVIVAL LINE calls take a plea, answers your questions, and comments on the hot seat of the line each morning. Call 353-6210 Tuesday and Thursday nights from 7-8 p.m. or write SURVIVAL LINE, The Daily Iowan, Communications Center, Iowa City.

More on the secretary

Most respectable departments have at least one administrative secretary with the highest pay. These are the same people who have the highest ranking managerial position at the University of California. What will have been learned is that the responsibilities and requirements for the position are not known.

1. Be responsible for the operation of a major administrative office and the supervision of any required support staff.

2. Prepare reports, summaries, manuscripts, and reports in fair or rough draft.

3. Maintain appointment calendars, correspondence, records, administrative duties, and preparing reports in fair or rough draft.

4. Perform responsibilities for the operation of the various offices.

5. Prepare fiscal reports.

6. Coordinate the work of the major office and the supervision of any required support staff.

7. Prepare reports, summaries, manuscripts, and reports in fair or rough draft.

8. Perform responsibilities for the operation of the various offices.

9. Prepare fiscal reports.

10. Coordinate the work of the major office and the supervision of any required support staff.
They call him Freddie

In SPAIN, MEXICO

"Freddie is from Trenton, New Jersey. He came to Iowa City’s Jefferson Building for the Friends’ Church back in the summer of ’65. He said, ‘Before I had to come back for the first time, and then I had to come back for the second time.’"

They said, ‘Most perfect’

"I suppose it was because we only had one food shelter and it flooded our house, and we had to come back for the second time."

He kept busy.

"I was named Friend because we were trying to reach that level, and we had to come back for the third time, and the fourth time, and then we had to come back for the fifth time."

A lot goes on; she asked if he’s being interviewed. He said, ‘Yes, I am being interviewed.’"

They said, ‘Freddie is a very kind person who is very helpful to the people here.’"

Freddie keeps busy.

"I was named Friend because we were trying to reach that level, and we had to come back for the third time, and the fourth time, and then we had to come back for the fifth time."

A lot goes on; she asked if he’s being interviewed. He said, ‘Yes, I am being interviewed.’"

They said, ‘Freddie is a very kind person who is very helpful to the people here.’"

Freddie keeps busy.

"I was named Friend because we were trying to reach that level, and we had to come back for the third time, and the fourth time, and then we had to come back for the fifth time."

A lot goes on; she asked if he’s being interviewed. He said, ‘Yes, I am being interviewed.’"

They said, ‘Freddie is a very kind person who is very helpful to the people here.’"
Kuhn to investigate Finley’s cabbage seeds

OAKLAND (AP) — Oakland A’s owner Charles O. Finley has the right to generate extra financial clout around the bummer room when his club is in danger of failing out of the race.

“I don’t give any business; it’s a game,” laughed the eccentric-financed Athletics.

“Let’s face it, Finley’s been the A’s franchise,” said one of the other owners.

Finley, slipping $8,000 in cold cash to his ace, and fantastic catch in the World Series against George Mitter and catcher George Tenace earned similar added respect.

Benflett Commissioner Bow.

Political-Advertising

E. J. (Chuck) WOMBACHER
For Clerk of District Court

When you operate your Corona you continue to save money, because Corona delivers the kind of gas mileage that lets you get around a lot for a little.

See the Toyota Corona and all the fine Toyota at

JAKE BUSTAD TOYOTA
HYWAY'S WEST, Coralville

d

Can’t be herded like a beef

By RENEE OWENS

Russell can’t be herded like a beef.

A short article, maybe 500 words or so, will be written of the Tuesday evening.

Mr. Russell, of the 6:00 club with the fastest routes and a 200-word flash in picture, appeared on the scene.

“Get out of your corner,” the former Atlanta center told Russell.

The man with the 60-man, with the fastest route, at Dallas.

Later, to a Dynasty fan on our way to town, Russell said: “Don’t be made the fool.”

“Try to see things as the man is,” Russell said. “We’ve been working on the business of the Celtics to get Russell to the West coast early this week, but have been held up.”

“Tell me, the last three or four months have been the best of my adult life,” Russell added.

“Mortal benefits include
delayed life insurance and
inherited equity.”

Sportswriter

“I won’t admit it, but the man feels the pressure of the situation,” Russell said.

“Even at the World Series, I’ve been known to think of the next game, the next game, and the next game.”

Russell said.

“All my appearances are cleared with the front office and the club has had the best kind of a campaign,” Russell said.

“I tell you, the last three or four months have been the best of my adult life,” Russell added.

“Mortal benefits include delayed life insurance and inherited equity.”

Russell said.

“All my appearances are cleared with the front office and the club has had the best kind of a campaign,” Russell said.

“I tell you, the last three or four months have been the best of my adult life,” Russell added.
IMU's Robert Froeschle

Control of cue ball

By RAY REPPE
Sports Editor

The game played at the IMU Billiards Open is 9-ball, a 5 cut. The IMU Billiards Open is the final tournament of the season for the Pocket Billiard Tournament of the American Professional Billiard Federation. The IMU Billiards Open is the last that Steve Brown of Des Moines and Bob Balsis of Cedar Rapids will play until mid-July.

Why don't you go play some pool with your granddad? Bob's got another game going. He's been told he can go to the IMU Billiards Open as long as he has the right equipment.

Bob's got a little bag he's been carrying around for a few years. He's been told he can go to the IMU Billiards Open as long as he's not too tired.
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End owns cherry Plymouth

By HARY Kripp

Rain & hail postpone Series game in Oakland

OAKLAND (AP) - A personal rain and hail storm that lasted 10 minutes began the Oakland A's 2-1 loss to the mighty Detroit Tigers. The A's were leading 1-0 in the bottom of the sixth inning when the storm hit.

Commissioner Bowie Kuhn announced the postponement of the game after the storm had killed the local stadium's Lighting and A & E electronic scoreboard.

It's the second game of the three-game series between the Cleveland Indians and the A's. The first game was rained out Wednesday night.

The second game was scheduled for Friday night.

No game today

Rain water flows from the Coliseum roof into the baseball field. Rainout was called by the umpires after a delay of 30 minutes. The game will be made up Saturday afternoon.

Colts burned by coach's firing but vow to support Sandusky

Baltimore (AP) - Charles M. McCafferty, the Colts' coach, was booted from the team today. "It was a decision that had to be made," he said.

The move came after a meeting between McCafferty and the team's owner, J. Frank Gilliam. It was the first time McCafferty had been fired in his 10-year tenure with the A's.

"I have nothing to say about the firing," he said. "I was fired because I was not doing a good job as coach."
Children's books. College rentals. Tutor or cornpeople for takers. Resumes. Five papers. Dissertations, term papers. Theories, or medium for your convenience. For some of the world's children, Halloween has become a matter of life or death. The next time you see this style in any collection box, it will be for the local UNICEF for themselves. They're asking for the children of the making country who des- perately need our help. Last Halloween, UNICEF had a campaign called "Children's Hands in the Hands of the World." It saved lives. And it made the love that our children can spare more meaningful. Put some money in the box to make your year. For UNICEF Halloween, Inc., N.Y. 10010. We know some children who are waiting.

Help Wanted

THE DAILY IOWAN NEEDS
EARLY MORNING RISERS
FOR THESE AREAS:

- Iowa Avenue - E. Washington
- S. Johnson - S. Dodge Area
- Burlington - Muscatine Area
- Woodlawn - Evans - Iowa Avenue Area

Our average route requires about 45 minutes
APPLY AT THE CIRCULATION DEPARTMENT
111 COMMUNICATIONS CENTER
OR PHONE 353-6203
We’ve brewed up some great Halloween bargains!

Ad Good

Store Hours:
Weekdays 9 AM to 9 PM
Sat. 9 AM to 5 PM
Sun. Noon to 5 PM
Ph. 338-5495

E・Clock Radio
$9.88

G.E. Can Opener
$8.88

Portable Cassette Recorder
$22.88

G.E. Steam & Dry Iron
$7.88

G.E. FM/AM Table Radio
$11.88

Valiant Electric Percolator
$3.69

Corn Popper
$3.33

Fatigue Mat
$1.69

Trash Bags
89¢

D-Con Rat & Mice Killer
99¢

Personal File Box
$1.99

Polaroid 108 Film
Easy Load
$3.88

Prescription shopping is easier at Osco Drug.

You can see at a glance what your prescription will cost at Osco. We’ve posted prices of commonly prescribed drugs on large signs in every Osco Pharmacy. Or if you don’t have time to stop by, just call our Pharmacists for price information.

Advertisement for various items for sale, including clocks, cameras, and groceries.